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Abstract

� Introduction
In this paper we describe a statistical computer vi�

sion and machine learning system for modeling and
recognizing di�erent human behaviors� both individ�
ual and interactions� in a visual surveillance task� By
behavior we understand a sequence of simple actions
that are performed under a speci�c situation in or�
der to have some e�ect upon the world or reach some
goal� Note that this de�nition of behavior is intrinsi�
cally teleological�

Over the last decade there has been a growing in�
terest in the computer vision and machine learning
communities to analyzing and understanding dynamic
scenes ���	� ��	� ��	� ��	���	� ��	
� An implementation
of such systems requires both low and intermediate
�level visual processing combined with higher level in�
terpretation of the identi�ed objects� Nowadays vi�
sion systems are relatively successful in detecting and
tracking moving objects in a scene� However� higher�
level spatio�temporal reasoning� needed for the com�
putation of behavioral descriptions� is much more rare�
This level of understanding is our goal� with the in�
tention of building perceptually more aware comput�
ers� able to better understand what is happening in
a scene� and to give more human�like interpretations
of it� There are several motivations for such interest�
such as improve computer vision techniques� acquire
a better understanding of human behavior� attain a
more natural computer�human interaction or autom�
atize repetitive tasks that are usually performed man�
ually� Visual surveillance is one of such tasks� The
goal of a visual surveillance system is the identi�ca�
tion� tracking and interpretation of speci�c objects in
a dynamic scene �people and vehicles in our case��

This computational task lays between AI� machine
learning and computer vision� incorporating and com�
bining elements of both and proposing challenging re�
search avenues in both domains� from a computer vi�
sion viewpoint� they require real�time� accurate and
robust detection and tracking of the objects of inter�
est in an unconstrained environment� from a machine
learning and Arti�cial intelligence perspective models
of the behaviors are needed to interpret the set of per�
ceived actions and detect eventual anomalous behav�
iors and potentially dangerous situations� for example�

Any visual surveillance should not only reliably
identify anomalous behaviors but also perform a com�
plete behavior analysis� In order to fully analyze
behaviors� the system should be able to detect and
recognize interesting situations� One usual approach
to such problem are supervised statistical learning
techniques� where the situations considered interest�
ing are previously presented to some learning algo�
rithm� Therefore� during training time� the system
learns the optimal �according to some optimization
criterion
 parameters for each of the interesting situa�
tions to be modeled� Posteriorly� during testing time�
the system would be able to identify and recognize �
up to some accuracy level� similar behaviors to those
previously trained with� One drawback to such and
approach� specially when modeling rare or anomalous
behaviors� is the limited number of examples of those
behaviors for training the models� Another drawback
arises when a new pattern of behavior is presented
to the system� Usually and in the best case� it will
not recognize it as any of the known behaviors� in the
worst case� it will erroneously recognize it as one of the
modeled behaviors� It is of crucial importance� thus�
to be able to build our models using reduced number
of samples as well as let them adaptively discover and
incorporate new behaviors as needed�

A Bayesian approach that includes both prior
knowledge and evidence from data seems the most ap�
propriate for this purpose� Moreover� we have devel�
oped a framework for building and training models of
the behaviors of interest using synthetic agent data�
We have been able to successfully transfer these syn�
thetic agent behavior models with no need of additional
trainig or tuning to the real situation with accuracies
of around ��� Therefore� even in the cases when
there are only a few of examples of a certain behavior�
high detection rates can be achieved�

We support the idea that bayesian graphical models
are an appropriate framework for modeling and clas�
sifying dynamic behaviors� More speci�cally� Hidden
Markov Models �HMMs
 and Coupled Hidden Markov
Models �CHMMs
� because they o�er dynamic time
warping� a training algorithm and a clear Bayesian se�
mantics for both individual �HMMs
 and interacting
or coupled �CHMMs
 generative processes�

The paper is structured as follows� section �� com�



piles the most relevant related previous work� section
�� describes the system�s overview in terms of its four
principal building blocks� In section �� we present
the computer vision techniques used for segmentation
and tracking of the pedestrians� The statistical mod�
els used for behavior modeling and recognition are de�
scribed in section ��� Next section �� contains ex�
perimental results with both synthetic agent data and
real video data� Finally section �� sketches the main
conclusions and our future directions of research�

� Previous Work
According to the overall modeling of the system�

one can distinguish di�erent approaches to solving a
visual surveillance and interpretation task�

� System�s overview
Our general goal is to build a vision system able to

understand what is seeing� Our speci�c set�up consists
of a static camera with wide �eld of view watching
a dynamic outdoor scene� A low and mid�level vi�
sion system provides segmentation of moving objects
as well as their tracking over time� It returns the loca�
tions� coarse shape and color descriptions� and velocity
vectors for each of the objects� From this temporally
ordered stream of visual data we would like to be able
to provide a behavioral description of what is happen�
ing in the scene�

Figure � depicts the processing loop and main func�
tional units of our system�

�� The computer vision processing module incor�
porates computer vision techniques for detecting
and tracking in real time the moving objects in
the scene� As a result� a feature vector is con�
structed that constitutes the input of next build�
ing block�

�� Di�erent stochastic state based behavior models
are built� Both HMMs and CHMMs� with vary�
ing structures depending on the complexity of the
behavior� are used for classifying the perceived
behaviors as well as for

�� Discovering possible new behaviors and predict�
ing the most likely �expected
 next observation�
This prediction directs an

�� Attentional mechanism to direct the visual pro�
cessing to speci�c areas of the scene where the
most relevant actions are taken place�

Figure �� Top�down and bottom�up processing loop

Note that both top�down and bottom�up streams of
information are managed and combined in our sys�
tem� In this sense� our Bayesian approach o�ers also

a mathematical framework for both combining the ob�
servations �bottom�up
 with the priors and models
�top�down
 to provide expectations that will be fed
back to the perceptual system�

From a strict computational viewpoint there are
two key problems when processing this increasing over
time amount of data� ��
 the computational load of de�
termining what all the agents�objects are doing� For
example� the number of possible interactions between
any two agents of a set of N agents is N��N��
��� ��

even if the representation provided by the visual pro�
cessing is compact� there is the problem of managing
all this information over time�

� Segmentation and Tracking
The �rst step in the system is to reliably and ro�

bustly detect and track the pedestrians in the scene�
We use ��D blob features for modeling each pedes�
trian� The notion of �blobs� as a representation for
image features has a long history in computer vi�
sion ��� �� �� �	� and has had many di�erent math�
ematical de�nitions� In our usage it is a compact
set of pixels that share a visual property that is not
not shared by the surrounding pixels� This property
could be color� texture� brightness� motion� shading�
a combination of these� or any other salient spatio�
temporal property derived from the signal �the im�
age sequence
� In our usage blobs are� therefore� a
coarse� locally�adaptive encoding of the images� spa�
tial and color�texture�motion�etc� properties� A
prime motivation for our interest in blob representa�
tions is our discovery that they can be reliably de�
tected and tracked even in complex� dynamic scenes�
and that they can be extracted in real�time without
the need for special purpose hardware� These prop�
erties are particularly important in applications that
require tracking people� and recently we have used ��D
blob tracking for real�time whole�body human inter�
faces ��	 and real�time face and lips tracking as well
as recognition of facial expressions ��	�

In modern computer vision processing we seek to
group pixels of images together and to �segment� im�
ages based on visual coherence� but the �features� ob�
tained from such e�orts are usually taken to be the
boundaries� or contours� of these regions rather than
the regions themselves� In very complex scenes� such
as those we are handling with� containing people or
natural objects� contour features often prove unreli�
able and di�cult to �nd and use� Moreover given the
low resolution of each pedestrian in our sequences �
taken by a wide angle static camera in a top�down
view of an open outdoors area� a �D blob represen�
tation o�ers the right framework for modeling each
person�

In this method feature vectors at each pixel are
formed by adding �x� y
 spatial coordinates to the
spectral �or textural
 components of the imagery�
These are then clustered so that image properties such
as color and spatial similarity combine to form coher�
ent connected regions� or �blobs�� in which all the pix�
els have similar image properties� This blob descrip�
tion method is� in fact� a special case of recent Mini�
mum Description Length �MDL
 algorithms ��� �� �	�



We can represent shapes in both ��D and ��D by their
low�order statistics� Clusters of ��D points have ��D
spatial means and covariance matrices� which we shall
denote �q and Cq� The blob spatial statistics are de�
scribed in terms of their second�order properties� for
computational convenience we will interpret this as a
Gaussian model� The Gaussian interpretation is not
terribly signi�cant� because we also keep a pixel�by�
pixel support map showing the actual occupancy�

Like other representations used in computer vision
and signal analysis� including superquadrics� modal
analysis� and eigen�representations� blobs represent
the global aspects of the shape and can be augmented
with higher�order statistics to attain more detail if the
data supports it� The reduction of degrees of freedom
from individual pixels to blob parameters is a form of
regularization which allows the ill�conditioned prob�
lem to be solved in a principled and stable way�

For both ��D and ��D blobs� there is a useful phys�
ical interpretation of the blob parameters in the im�
age space� The mean represents the geometric center
of the blob area ���D
 or volume ���D
� The covari�
ance� being symmetric� can be diagonalized via an
eigenvalue decomposition� C � �L�T �where � is
orthonormal and L is diagonal�

The diagonal L matrix represents the size of the
blob along independent orthogonal object�centered
axes and � is a rotation matrix that brings this object�
centered basis in alignment with the coordinate basis
of C�

This decomposition and physical interpretation is
important for estimation� because the shape L can
vary at a di�erent rate than the rotation �� The pa�
rameters must be separated so they can be treated
appropriately�

����� Segmentation by Eigenbackground sub�
traction

In our system the main cue for clustering the pixels
into blobs is motion� We have a static background
with moving objects on it� An adaptive eigenspace
of the background is constructed by taking a certain
number N of images and computing both the mean �b
background image and the covariance matrixCb� This
covariance matrix can be diagonalized via an eigen�
value decomposition Lb � �bCb�T

b � where �b is the
eigenvector matrix of the covariance of the data and
Lb is the corresponding diagonal matrix of its eigenval�
ues� In order to reduce the dimensionality of the space�
in PCA only M eigenvectors �eigenbackgrounds
 are
kept� corresponding to the M largest eigenvalues to
give a �M matrix� A principal component feature vec�
tor Ii � �T

Mb
Xi is formed� where Xi � Ii � �b is the

mean normalized image vector� Once the eigenback�
ground images �stored in a matrix called �Mb

here�
after
 are obtained� as well as their mean �b� we can
project each input image Ii onto the space expanded
by the eigenbackground images Bi � �Mb

Xi to model
the static parts of the scene� pertaining to the back�
ground� Therefore� the Euclidean distance �distance
from feature space DFFS ��	
 between the input im�

Figure �� Background mean image� di�erence image
and segmentation image

age and the projected image will correspond to the
moving objects present in the scene� Di � jIi � Bij�
This motion mask is the input of a clustering algo�
rithm in order to obtain the blobs that characterize
each person�

����� Tracking

The trajectories of each blob are computed and saved
into a dynamic track memory� Each trajectory has as�
sociated a �rst order Kalman �lter that predicts the
blob�s position in the next frame� The Kalman Fil�
ter is the �best linear unbiased estimator� in a mean
squared sense� Moreover� for Gaussian processes� the
Kalman �lter equations correspond to the optimal
Bayes� estimate�

In order to handle occlusions as well as to solve the
correspondence between blobs over time� each blob is
modeled by a Gaussian pdf in RGB color space as
well� When a new blob appears in the scene� a new
trajectory is associated to it� This implies attaching
a Kalman �lter and a Gaussian pdf in both space and
color spaces to the blob� In subsequent frames the
most likely blob in these two spaces will be assigned
to it�

In the next section we present a robust and e��
cient learning framework for building models of dif�
ferent human behaviors as well as results of applying
these models in both a virtual and a real environment�

� Behavior models
In order to build an e�ective computer model of be�

havior we need to address the question of how knowl�
edge can be mapped onto computation to dynami�
cally deliver consistent interpretations� This involves
a deep analysis of the spatio�temporal regularities in
the image data� Statistical approaches seem to be
an adequate framework for modeling such regularities�
More speci�cally� we believe that probabilistic graph�
ical models� such as Hidden Markov Models and more
complicated structures� o�er the necessary knowledge
representation as well as computational e�ciency�

Statistical directed graphical models or probabilis�
tic directed graphs �PINs
 consist of a set of random
variables represented as nodes as well as directed edges
or links between them� They de�ne a mathemati�
cal form of the joint or conditional pdf between the
random variables� They constitute a simple graphical
way of representing causal dependencies between vari�
ables� The absence of directed links between nodes
implies a conditional independence� Moreover there is



Figure �� Typical highway and pedestrian images

a family of transformations performed on the graph�
ical structure that have a direct translation in terms
of mathematical operations applied to the underlying
pdf� Finally one can express the joint global pdf as
the product of local conditional pdfs�

PINs present several important advantages� they
can handle incomplete data as well as uncertainty�
they are trainable and easier to avoid over�tting� they
encode causality in a natural way� there are algorithms
for both doing prediction and probabilistic inference�
they o�er a framework for combining prior knowledge
and data� they are modular and parallelizable�

The behaviors we are interested in correspond to
actions carried out in two particular domains� pedes�
trian walking in an open outdoors environment and
car driving in both city and highway situations� In
both situations it seems adequate to adopt generic�
compositional analysis in terms of states and transi�
tions between states over time or events that underlie
our common sense notions of the corresponding be�
haviors� Figure �� shows a typical image of each of
these scenarios�

��� Hidden Markov Models� HMMs and
CHMMs

Hidden Markov models �HMMs
 are a popular
probabilistic framework for modeling processes that
have structure in time� They have a clear Bayesian
semantics� e�cient algorithms for state and parameter
estimation� and they automatically perform dynamic
time warping� An HMM is essentially a quantization
of a system�s con�guration space into a small number
of discrete states� together with probabilities for tran�
sitions between states� A single �nite discrete variable
indexes the current state of the system� Any informa�
tion about the history of the process needed for future
inferences must be re�ected in the current value of this
state variable� However� many interesting systems are
composed of multiple interacting processes� and thus
merit a compositional representation of two or more
variables� This is typically the case for systems that
have structure both in time and space� With a single
state variable� Markov models are ill�suited to these
problems� Graphically Markov Models are oftern de�
picted �rolled�out in time� as PINs�

In order to model these interactions a new archi�
tecture is needed� such as Coupled Hidden Markov
Models �CHMMs
 ���	� ��	
� Chains are coupled via
matrices of conditional probabilities modeling causal
�temporal
 in�uences between their hidden state vari�
ables� In ��	 we introduce a deterministic approx�

time

Figure �� Graphical representation of a ��state HMM

imation for maximum a posterior �MAP
 state esti�
mation which enables fast classi�cation and param�
eter estimation via expectation maximization� We
obtain an upper bound on the cross entropy with
the full �combinatoric
 posterior which can be min�
imized using a subspace that is linear in the num�
ber of state variables� An �N�heads� dynamic pro�
gramming algorithm samples from the O�N 
 highest
probability paths through a compacted state trellis�
with complexity O�T �CN 
�
 for C chains of N states
apiece observing T data points� For interesting cases
with limited couplings the complexity falls further to
O�TCN�
� Naive �Cartesian product
� exact �state
clustering
� and stochastic �Monte Carlo
 approaches
to CHMMs inference problems involve a combinatoric
number of states� typically requiring O�TN�C
 com�
putations� Much HMM modeling practice is in fact
an optimization of the naive strategy� which by de�ni�
tion fails to model interprocess interactions and usu�
ally consists of retreats from state counts that over�t
the data� We also present a maximum�entropy projec�
tion between coupled HMMs and Cartesian product
HMMs which also supports estimation and classi�ca�
tion� N�heads and projected HMMs compare favor�
ably conventional HMMs and with reduced complexity
energy�coupling methods such as mean �eld approxi�
mations�

In the case of modeling human behavior� two per�
sons may interact without wholly determining each
other� Each process has its own internal dynamic and
is in�uenced by others� possibly causally� CHMMs are
intended to model these kind of interactions�

� Experimental results

� Synthetic Agents Behaviors
We have developed a framework for creating syn�

thetic agents that mimic human behavior in a virtual
environment� They can be attributed di�erent behav�
iors and they can interact with each other as well�
We generated � di�erent kinds of interacting behav�
iors and various kinds of non interactions� This virtual
environment is modelled on the basis of the real sce�
nario from which we obtained the real video data�

There are several motivations for constructing such
synthetic agents� Synthetic data let us make a prelimi�
nary test of the Markov model architectures chosen for
the task of recognizing behavior� Moreover� given the
di�culty of collecting examples of rare behaviors from
real data� by training and tuning the models of the
synthetic agents� combined with good generalization
properties and an invariant feature vector� we can ob�
tain synthetic models that are transferable to the real
human behavior� with no need of additional training�



This somehow surprising phenomenon is of special im�
portance in a visual surveillance task where most of
the behaviors of interest rarely occur and therefore
the amount of training data is severely restricted�

Five di�erent interacting behaviors were created�

�� Follow� reach and walk together �inter�
�

�� Meet� stop and go on separately �inter�


�� Meet� stop and go on together �inter�
�

�� Change direction in order to meet� stop and con�
tinue together �inter�
� and

�� Change direction in order to meet� stop and go
on separately �inter�
�

These interactions could happen at any moment
in time and at any location of the virtual environ�
ment� provided that the condititions for the di�er�
ent interactions were satis�ed� Positions� orienta�
tions and velocities for each of the agents were avail�
able at each time step� From these data� a feature
vector used was constructed� consisting of �d��� the
derivatives of the relative distance between two agents�
���� � sign�� v�� v� �
� or degree of alignment of the
agents� and vi � sqrt� �x�� �y�
� i � �� �� the magnitude
of their velocities� Note that such feature vector is
invariant to the absolute position and direction of the
agents and the particular environment they are in�

Figure �� illustrates some examples for di�erent
interacting synthetic agents�

We modeled the interactions with both HMMs and
CHMMs with � or � states per chain for CHMMs�
and � to � states for HMMs accordingly to complex�
ity of the action� Each of these architectures cor�
respond to a di�erent physical hypothesis� CHMMs
encode a spatial coupling in time �dynamic balance

whereas HMMs model the data as an arbitrary space�
time curve �balance non informative
�

We used � sequences for training each of the mod�
els� The optimal number of states for each interac�
tion as well as the optimal model were obtained by a
��� cross�validation� In all cases� the models were set
up with a full state�to�state connection topology� so
that the training algorithm was responsible for deter�
mining an appropriate state structure and sequence
for the training data� In the case of HMMs a  �
dimensional feature vector was create� in the case of
CHMMs each agent was modeled by a di�erent chain
in a ��dimensional feature vector�

To compare the performance of the two previously
described architectures we used the best trained mod�
els to classify !!!!! unseen new sequences� The
Viterbi algorithmwas used to �nd the maximumlikeli�
hood model for HMMs and the N�heads dynamic pro�
gramming forward�backward propagation algorithm
for CHMMs�

Table " illustrates the accuracy for each of the two
di�erent architectures and interactions� Both interac�
tion versus no�interaction and inter�interaction classi�
�cation tests were performed�

Accuracy of Coupled HMMs

No inter Inter� Inter� Inter� Inter� Inter�

���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Accuracy of Single HMMs

No inter Inter� Inter� Inter� Inter� Inter�

���� ���� ���	 ���� �� ����

���� ��� ��� �
�
 ����

Table �� Accuracy for CHMMs and HMMs� The �rst
row of each table includes testing with no interacting
behaviors whereas the second row corresponds to a
classi�cation between the di�erent interacting behav�
iors� Interaction numbers are� Inter�� no interaction�
Inter�� follow� reach and walk together� Inter�� meet�
stop and go on� Inter�� meet� stop and continue to�
gether� Inter�� change direction to meet� stop and go
together and Inter�� change direction to meet� stop
and go on separately

Note the superiority of CHMMs versus HMMs for
classifying the di�erent interactions and� more signif�
icantly in the testing case with no interactions�

Complexity in time and space is an important is�
sue when modeling dynamic time series� The num�
ber of degrees of freedom �state�to�state probabili�
ties�output means�output covariances
 in the largest
best�scoring model was #� for HMMs and �� for
CHMMs�

In Fig $ the accuracies versus the number of se�
quences used for training in the case of interaction ��

In systems used for surveillance purposes it�s also
important having a low rate of false allarms� We there�
fore calculated the ROC curves for both the coupled
and single HMMs� With the coupled HMMs we ob�
tained a minimun false allarm rate in the range of the
�� �
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The amount of training data needed to obtain good
results is another important issue� especially for sys�
tems designed for working and learning on line� as ours
would ultimatelly be� or for domains in which collect�
ing clean data may be di�cult�
n Fig $ the plot of the accuracies versus the num�
ber of sequences used for training in the case of the
interaction ��
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Figure  � Accuracies of CHMMs �solid line
 and
HMMs �dotted line
 for one particular interaction�
The red line is the accuracy without taking into ac�
count no interaction while the black consider it�

After these encouraging results obtained for the
synthetic agents� we applied the very same architec�
tures to the real data�

	 Pedestrian Behaviors
��� Data collection and preprocessing

Using the person detection and tracking system de�
scribed in section � we obtained �D blob features for
each person in several hours of video� Several exam�
ples of following and di�erent types of meeting behav�
iors were detected and processed�

The feature vector �x coming from the computer vi�
sion processing module consisted of the �D �x� y
 cen�
troid �mean position� of each blob that characterizes
each person� the Kalman Filter state for each instant
of time� consisting of �%x� �%x� %y� �%y
� where %� represents
the �lter estimation and the �r� g� b
 components of
the mean of the Gaussian �tted to each blob in color
space� The frame�rate of the vision system was of
about ����� Hz on an SGI R����� O� computer� We
low�pass �ltered the data with a �Hz cuto� �lter and
computed for every pair of close�by persons a feature
vector consisting of� �d��� derivative of the relative dis�
tance between two persons� jvij� i � �� �� norm of the
velocity vector for each person� � � sign�� v�� v� �
�
which measures the degree of alignment of the tra�
jectories of each person� Typical feature vectors for a
�follow� and two types of �meeting� behavior are shown
in �gure ���

We used both HMMs and CHMMs for modeling the
�ve following behaviors� illustrated in �gure ��� meet
and continue together� meet and split� follow� change
direction and meet� change direction and meet and
continue together� Moreover a interaction versus no
interaction
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